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HIGHEDUCATIONINTHEUNITEDSTATESCONTINUESTOREMAINSTAGNANTINEFFORTSOFENSURING THEIRBLACKSTUDENTSTHRIVE.PUBLICCOLLEGESANDUNIVERSITIESCOLLECTIVELYENROLL MORETHAN900,000BLACKSTUDENTS.YET,A COMPREHENSIVENEWREPORTFROMTHEUSCRACEANDEQUITYCENTER DOCUMENTEDTHATTHEOVERALLEXPERIENCEFORBLACKSTUDENTSATTHESEUNIVERSITIES HASEXHIBITEDTOBEFILLEDWITHSPACESTHATAREMOREOFAHINDRANCETHANSUPPORT.

THEREFORE,ITISVALUABLETHATSTUDENTSHAVETHEOPPORTUNITYTOEXPLOREIDEASANDTHOUGHTS SURROUNDINGRACIALJUSTICEANDCOALITIONBUILDINGWITHINACADEMICSPACES.

THISCONFERENCEISAMULTICAMPUSCOLLABORATIVEONE-DAYEVENT.THEINTENTIONBEING TOMAKEASPACEWHERESTUDENTSANDFACULTYWILLNETWORKACROSSCAMPUSES ANDRECEIVESSENTIALTOOLSTONAVIGATETHSEINSTITUTIONS.
WORKSHOPS & PANELS

Below are the list of workshops and panels that will be available in the three sessions. The order and more detailed information per entry will soon be available.

Black Femmes: What the future looks like for an unapologetic black femme in an anti-black world

The African Diaspora: The 500-year history of colonialism, racism, segregation that has left a disjointed idea of what it really means to be home

At Odds: “Civil” institutions with revolutionary tactics

Out Here: Community organizations that center queer Black youth in their political action

Enviromental Racism: A contribution to gentrification and gentefication

Afro-heritage: Queerness, blackness, and healing from a historical and familial trauma

Politics of Black Love

The Missing Color of the Rainbow: Black queer resistance

A Vision of Celebrating Black Queer Lives
SCHEDULE OVERVIEW

SATURDAY APRIL 6TH 2019

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
REGISTRATION FOR GUESTS

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM
SESSION 1

11:00 AM - 11:50 AM
SESSION 2

12:00 PM - 12:50 PM
NETWORKING LUNCH

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM
SESSION 3

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
ARTS PERFORMANCE

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
KEYNOTE SPEECH
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
REGISTRATION FOR GUESTS

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM
SESSION 1
A Vision of Celebrating Black Queer Lives
The Missing Color of the Rainbow: Black queer resistance
The African Diaspora: The 500-year history of colonialism, racism, segregation that has left a disjointed idea of what it really means to be home

11:00 AM - 11:50 AM
SESSION 2
Afro-heritage: Queerness, blackness, and healing from a historical and familial trauma
Politics of Black Love
Environmental Racism: A contribution to gentrification and gentefication

12:00 PM - 12:50 PM
NETWORKING LUNCH
SCHEDULE
CONTINUED

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM
SESSION 3
Black Femmes: What the future looks like for an unapologetic black femme in an anti-black world
At Odds: “Civil” institutions with revolutionary tactics
Out Here: Community organizations that center queer Black youth in their political action

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
ARTS PERFORMANCE

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
KEYNOTE SPEECH